
ACCOUNT OF THE LIFE OF VINCENT VAN GOGH

6 days ago Vincent van Gogh was one of the world's greatest artists, with paintings such as ' Starry Night' and
'Sunflowers,' though he was unknown until.

He sold only one artwork during his life, but in the century after his death he became perhaps the most
recognized painter of all time. His widow, Johanna van Gogh-Bonger - , returned to Holland with the
collection, and dedicated herself to getting her brother-in-law the recognition he deserved. The idea seemed to
get off to a promising start when Gauguin arrived in October  After a year of studying diligently, he refused to
take the Latin exams, calling Latin a "dead language" of poor people, and was subsequently denied entrance.
His philosophy was to reject technique in favour of capturing the impressions of things, particularly nature or
common objects. At sixteen he began working at the Hague gallery of the French art dealers Goupil et Cie. He
found them consoling, and they helped him keep in practice. Van Gogh's job took him to London and Paris,
but he was not interested in the work and was dismissed in  Van Gogh set to work with an iron will, depicting
the life of the villagers and humble workers. That's it as far as I'm concerned - I feel that this is the destiny that
I accept, that will never change. Van Gogh's parents married in May and moved to Zundert. Unable to
successfully copy the style, he developed his own more bold and unconventional style. Although he had some
difficulty finding models, he did make portraits, among which were those of the Roulin family. Van Gogh also
made a large number of "translations in color" of prints by some of his favorite artists, like Millet and Eugene
Delacroix. Instead, he immersed himself in religion, threw out his modern, worldly book, and became "daffy
with piety", in the words of his sister Elisabeth. At the end of he began painting and drawing a major series of
heads and work-roughened peasant hands in preparation for a large and complex figure piece that he was
planning. Hours before his departure, accompanied by Theo, he paid his first and only visit to Seurat in his
studio. The money he had was supplied by his brother, Theo, and was used primarily for art supplies, coffee
and cigarettes. His father was especially frustrated and advised that his son should be committed to the lunatic
asylum at Geel. The doctors assured Theo that his brother would live and would be taken good care of, and on
January 7, , van Gogh was released from the hospital. He remained, however, alone and depressed. It was
during one of those seizures that he cut off his left earlobe. He liked the medium, and spread the paint
liberally, scraping from the canvas and working back with the brush. He would paint at the yellow house
during the day and return to the hospital at night. In , he took his first job, working in the Hague branch of an
international art dealing firm. At the end of Theo found living with Vincent to be "almost unbearable". Van
Gogh was taken to a nearby hospital and his doctors sent for Theo, who arrived to find his brother sitting up in
bed and smoking a pipe. He preached and ministered to the sick, and also drew pictures of the miners and their
families, who called him "Christ of the Coal Mines. He dreamed of traveling there, but was told by
Toulouse-Lautrec that the light in the village of Arles was just like the light in Japan.


